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Dear Ms. Licata, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the recently 
published Network Rail Strategic Business Plan (SBP) covering the period 
2014-2019. 

I would like to offer the comments set out below. Where necessary they 
broadly reflect Havering's comments on other recent rail themed 
consultations such as the Network Rail London and South East Rail 
Utilisation Strategy (RUS) and the Essex-Thameside Franchise consultation. 

The comments are made on the over-arching Network Rail Business Plan 
and the Summary Route Plan for Anglia as this is most relevant to Havering. 

1. 	 Comments on the Strategic Business Plan and the Anglia Route 
Plan 
Havering welcomes the aim in the Strategic Business Plan (SBP) to 
deliver the outputs for rail activities for the period 2014-2019 which the 
Secretary of State set out last year. 

The Executive Summary document identifies (on page 9) a 
commitment to ten broad themes such as reliable infrastructure and 
timetables, investment to increase capacity, technological investment, 
being a customer focussed organisation and developing a railway fit 
for the future. These are all broadly supported. 

The objectives in the Anglia Route Summary Business Plan (which 
covers the rail routes in Havering) includes safety improvements, 
better performance and increased capacity, meeting targets linked to 
Cross rail and enhancing rail in Anglia using a range of funding 
sources. Again, these are broadly supported. 

The aim to "enhance the capacity and capability of the railway, with a 
plan developed with train operators to deliver 20 per cent more 
morning peak seats into central London, and 32 per cent more peak 
seats into major regional cities" is particularly welcome as Havering 
has long standing aspirations for trains, on peak services along the 
Essex Thameside line into London, to be made up of 12 cars. 



In this regard, I would remind the Office of the Rail Regulator of the 
Department for Transport's HLOS Illustrative Options publication, in 
which the Department set out a series of suggested measures which 
the rail industry could undertake to help meet HLOS. One such 
measure included was "Peak time lengthening of 



welcomed. It is a concern though that the Business Plan highlights 
that no rolling stock has been identified for purpose of increasing train 
capacity along the Essex Thames-side line. 

In my experience, the current Metro Services in Havering are often 
close to being or full at peak times with many passengers having to 
stand. I would like to see increases in capacity on these trains as 
soon as possible. 

Havering will continue to lobby for capacity improvements, and will 
highlight these aspirations when it is consulted on the retendering of 
the franchises for the rail lines in the Borough. 

Havering is working with a number of stakeholders including Network 
Rail and Transport for London (TfL) to secure much better interchange 
facilities at Romford Station to support its increased use when 
Crossrail services are introduced in 2018. It is disappointing to see 
that the section of the Anglia Plan that deals with Crossrail (page 32) 
only highlights platform lengthening and step free access 
improvements as the works that will be undertaken at Stations. This is 
particularly so given Crossrail's position that the 'whole journey' 
experience will be important for rail travellers using its services. The 
Plan should include a commitment to working with stakeholders to 
ensure that stations on the Crossrail route provide an attractive, safe 
and convenient environment for users to start and finish their journeys. 
This should encompass a commitment to making sure that the stations 
have adequate entrance and exit points, are well integrated with their 
surroundings and attractive places in themselves with the use of high 
quality materials, lighting and signage. 

It is disappointing that no line speed upgrade commitments appear to 
have been included within the SBP for the lines in Havering. 

Havering would like to see commitment to quicker journey times 
including measures that will enable trains to travel at a higher speed. 

3. 	 Beam Park Station 
Network Rail is already aware from Havering's previous response by 
the Council to the London and South East RUS that a key aspiration 
for the Borough is for a new station to be built at Beam Park in South 
Horn church adjoining the A 1306 road. Havering is actively promoting 
this facility and working closely with other stakeholders such as 
Transport for London and Network Rail to secure its delivery. 

This should be identified in both the Strategic Business Plan and the 
Anglia Route Summary Business Plan document. A new Station at 
Beam Park is of vital importance to the regeneration of the wider 
London Riverside area for extensive new homes and jobs. The Station 
would also serve the existing communities between Dagenham Dock 
and Rainham which are currently deficient in access to public 
transport. 

The regeneration of the London Riverside area is a key objective for 
Havering Council and other stakeholders. Locating a Station at Beam 
Park in such an important location in the London Riverside region will 



help facilitate this growth and the Council has highlighted the 
importance of this in its planning, transportation and regeneration 
strategies. It is also a key infrastructure component of the LOA's area 
based development strategies for South Dagenham. 

4. Engineering Works 
The Council recognises improvements to rail infrastructure (including 
stations) may require some disruption to normal operations. It is, 
however, important that engineering works avoid peak times, and, as 
far as possible, do not impact on weekend travel. 

It is also important that works to Stations, such as Crossrail at 
Romford Station, are scheduled so as to avoid busy times of the year; 
such as the build up to Christmas, thus avoiding visitors to Romford 
choosing elsewhere for their shopping and leisure activities. 

Thank you for consulting Havering on the Strategic Business Plan. May I 
request, please, that we are kept updated on the Plan's progress. 

Yours sincerely, 

COUNCILLOR MICHAEL WHITE 
Leader of the Council 


